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The One True Path to Enlightenment



H
U
P
!

I had the opportunity to spend a few hours walking about Delft yesterday,
and I kept coming across the same phrase, over and over.

"hup holland hup"

And I have to tell you,
I'm really impressed that Holland already has a global warming plan!
Given the potential for sea level rise in the next 20 years,
I think going Hup! is an excellent plan for Holland.

If I've misinterpreted this, and it's possible I have,
please feel free to set me straight during the soccer game tonight.



The One True Path to 
Enlightenment

I would like to address both the practical, 
  and the spiritual aspects of 
  open source geospatial software today.

It is important to our immortal souls
  that we make the right choices in life.
  That we care for our fellow man.
    and put the needs of other before ourselves.
  That we are attentive to the voices of nature
    and the spirits of the animals.
  And that we choose the right software.    



Care for Others



Honor Nature



Right Software

So, in order to protect your immortal souls, 
  I’d like to take you on a tour 
  of the right software this morning.



Enlightenment

We want to use the right software, 
  to reach enlightenment.

But was does geospatial enlightenment look like?

I think we all know the answer...
  it looks something like this.



Yes, I am being a bit sarcastic here,
  but there can be no argument that the Google suite
  has changed the way the world thinks about 
  electronic mapping.

Enlightened mapping is fast, 
  it is transparently easy to use,
  and it looks really nice.



 britney britney   google earth britney   google earth   esri

Just by way of illustrating how powerful 
  the impact of Google technology has been on general perceptions,
  here’s some searches in Google Trends.

Here’s the rate of searching for the term “britney” from 2004 to the present.

In case you’re interested, 
“A” is filing for divorce, 
“B” is entering rehab, 
“C” is opening the MTV awards,
“D” is a rumor about a sex tape, and
“F” is leaving rehab.

So, a nice juicy, mass-market topic.

And here’s the rate of searching for “google earth” superimposed on that.
And here’s the rate of searching for “esri” superimposed on that.



Render

Query

Cache

Display

Store

How do they do it?
  It is some kind of magic?
  Voodoo, witchcraft?

No, it is the simple combination
  of tools that allow them 
  to 
  Store
  Render
  Cache 
  Query and
  Display
  geospatial data.

That’s a functional description of their architecture,
  here’s one using software component types.



Map server
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They store their data in a database. 
  It’s a special database of their own design but still a database.

They combine their data with styling rules in a map server to build a map, 
  then they cache it as tiles.

They provide some routing and geocoding services,
  using application servers for that special purpose.

They provide a web interface, in the clever 
  javascript Google Maps.

They even provide a desktop application that accesses
  the rest of their stack, in Google Earth.



ArcIMS
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ArcServer
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This is geospatial architecture 101.

The magic of Google is that they built an architecture
  that can handle millions of simultaneous users.

You can buy the same functional architecture from ESRI, 
  it won’t serve millions of users, 
  but it will have the same boxes, 

The labels all just happen to start with “Arc”.

However, we’re trying to find the path to ENLIGHTENMENT here...



Mapserver
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So here’s the same architecture with open source softare.

The difference with open source, is that the components don’t all start with “Arc”,
  and you have a lot more alternatives.

Also because it is open source, 
  you can scale it up
  much more economically
  than you can scale proprietary systems.



“Enterprise” 1 Dual-Core 2 Quad-Core

Oracle $40,000 $160,000

DB2 $36,400 $145,600

SQL Server $25,000 $50,000

Informix $50,000 $200,000

PostgreSQL $0 $0

Hardware US$2,000 US$5,000

For example, in the database world, kitting out a single dual core, or dual quad server, is a six-
figure proposition.

I took these prices from Dell.
(1 x dual core, 2gb ram, 2tb disk = $2000)
(2 x quad core, 16gb ram, 2tb disk = $5000)

Vendors like to talk about “scalability” 
  as if customers have infinite money to address their problems.  

As if the only factor in scalability is straight performance.

But with modern hardware, the main cost driver in 
  scaling up an installation is no longer hardware, 
  it’s software.  

(ASIDE: Processor-based licensing provides 
  a financial incentive for vendors to reduce (or ignore) performance, 
  particularly in monopoly situations or situations 
  where the client has high switching costs.)

Your software licensing for that server will be many times your hardware cost, and that is not a 
good scalability situation.

Oracle Enterprise Edition pricing 2007-07: $40K * NCORES * 0.5  (for Standard Edition, use 
$15K instead of $40K)
IBM (2007-07) uses “value unit” now, https://www-112.ibm.com/software/howtobuy/
passportadvantage/valueunitcalculator/vucalc.wss



Stop me now. 

People love their tools.

I love open source.

“To a man with a hammer, the whole world looks like a nail.”

And I love open source.  But I try to be realistic about it.

There are plusses and minuses and every case has to be evaluated individually.



Community

So, I’m going to provide a quick tour now, 

  of some of the more popular and useful 

  open source geospatial tools.

Because my time is limited 

  it be a mile wide and an inch deep.

I’m going to be talking about software, 

  but within the context of community,

  because open source software can ONLY 

  be understood through an examination

  of the communities that build it and use is.

 



Discussions about open source 
  bog down all too frequently 
  in license arcana:

GPL or BSD or LGPL or Creative Commons,
  blah blah blah blah blah.

This is all chatter,
  and it misses the point about open source:
  Licenses are a means 
  not an end.  

And the end is a 
  functioning community of collaborators.

Open source software without 
  a community is nonfunctional.
  It a beehive without bees.  



Communities are funny things, 
  the don’t grow just anywhere,
  it is hard to grow a universal global community.

Ever heard of Orkut?

It is the most popular social networking site...
  in Brazil.

So, if you don’t speak portuguese.
It’s hard to participate in the orkut community

Communities are very sensitive to language barriers.



•Open source is about community

•Communities share a language

•Open source communities share 
languages

Open source communities grow within the context of TWO different language barriers,

The first is the language of the community,
  The working language of the human communities is almost exclusively English.
  The exceptions are gvSIG (es) and TerraView (pt) and to some extent Deegree (de).

The second is the language of the software code,
  the computer dialect the humans are working with.

Most computer programmers are multi-lingual, 
  but, like you, they have a “native language” they
  are most comfortable in, which determines what
  projects they are most likely to be active in.
 



Javascript

HTML

I started studying this in 2004, when writing a survey of 
  all open source geospatial software.

When you look at who is active in given open source geospatial communities, 
  you see the same names popping up again and again on different mailing lists.

But the names rarely traverse the language barriers. 
  An active Java developer rarely appears as an active C developer, and vice versa.

When I first talked about this, in 2004, there were only two active tribes, 
  but since then other distinct tribes have grown, 
  the .Net tribe, 
  and the “web” tribe with expertise in Javascript/DOM HTML and scripting languages.

I’m going to start with the oldest tribe, the “C tribe.



Libraries

Much of the functionality shared by
  the C family 
  is due to a powerful set of 
  shared libraries that 
  all the projects use.



.DYNLIB .SO.DLL

A code library is a piece of software that
  provides generic functionality in a re-usable form.
  Rather than re-write generic functionality over and over  again,
  programmers take the library and connect their program to it.

The .DLL files you see in Windows,
  DLL stands for dynamic linking library,
  the .dynlib files you see in OS/X,
  the .so files you see in Linux.

These are all shared library files, that allow
  multiple programs to take advantage of the same
  infrastructural code.
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The GDAL and OGR libraries provide support 
  for reading and writing multiple formats.
  GDAL for raster imagery formats,
  OGR for vector formats and databases.

Because most of the C community programs 
  use GDAL/OGR for format support
  they have the ability to use a 
  huge number of file types.

This is just a limited selection of the formats supported.

  



PROJ4

Albers Equal Area

Azimuthal Equidistant Polyconic

Universal Transverse Mercator

Orthographic

Mollweide

Lambert Conformal Conic

Oblique Mercator

New Zealand Map Grid

Krovak

Gnomonic

Equidistant Conic

Equal Area Cylindrical Geographic

As GDAL/OGR is to formats, PROJ4 is to projections.

The coordinate reprojection support 
  in most open source geospatial software
  in all languages
  is derived from PROJ4, 
  either directly from using the library, 
  or through the translation of the algorithms
  to a new language.

There are Java, .Net and Javascript versions of
  the more common projection algorithms from Proj4 now.



GEOS
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The GEOS library 
  provides standard geospatial functions
  for testing relationships between shapes.

Like projections and formats, 
  geospatial predicates are hard to write correctly,
  but used very frequently in software,
  so GEOS is a very widely used library.



Servers

Servers are where open source geospatial shines,
  and the C servers have the longest history.
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Shape
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file

Mapserver
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Mapserver

•Multi-format (GDAL/OGR/PROJ)

•Multi-protocol (WMS/WFS/CGI)

•Fast render

•Simple service
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PostGIS

Mapserver

Geoserver
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uDig QGIS
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PostGIS

•Fast

•Cheap

•Supported

•Complete

GEOS

PROJ4
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2000

MapGuide

2006
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Mapguide

•Multi-format (FDO/GDAL/OGR)

•Multi-protocol (WMS/WFS/CGI)

•Scriptable (PHP/Java/.Net)

•Read / write (FDO)

•Easy deploy (GUI/Fusion)







Applications
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1980 1990 2000

US Army 
Corps of 
Engineers

Source 
code on 
Internet

Open 
source 

community

GRASS 5 
GPL

GRASS 6

1980s  US Army Corps of Engineers
Construction Engineering Research Lab (CERL)
1991   First internet release
1997   Open source development 
          (CERL no longer leading)
1999   GRASS 5.0, GPL license
2007   GRASS 6.2.2







GRASS

v.cutter

r.distance

r.drain
r.grow

r.cost

r.buffer

v.area

r.clump

v.proj

v.in.dlg

r.basins.fill

v.to.rast

v.clean

r.flow

r.combine r.sum
r.spread

r.watershed

r.out.gdal
r.out.gdal



Tribe
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Libraries
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GeoTools
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Applications



JUMP



JTS
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Rich

Client

Platform











JUMP

OpenJUMP

Kosmo

SkyJUMP

PirolJUMP





€2.000.000

GPL









Tribe
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Tribe





TribeJavascript

HTML
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•Tile based, 
continuous pan, 
discrete zoom levels 
(ala Google Maps)

•Pure Javascript, 
no server-side

•Component, 
very re-usable

•Fusion for 
Mapguide

•CartoWeb

•Multiple tile sources 

•MS Virtual Earth

•Worldwind

•Yahoo Maps

•Google Maps

•WMS

•TMS









fin


